Route: 2201 – POOLESVILLE HS
(LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. FISHER AVE FROM BUDD RD TO WHITES FERRY RD (1ST STOP)
2. 19501 WHITE GROUND RD – TAYLOR SCIENCE CENTER (9TH STOP)

Route: 2207 – POOLESVILLE HS
(LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. JERUSALEM D FROM ELGIN RD TO CISSEL MANOR DR (1ST STOP)
2. OLD BUCKLODGE LA FROM BUCKLODGE RD TO WHITE GROUND (7TH STOP)

Route: 2701 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. CLARKSBURG ES
2. WIM ES
3. CLARKSBURG HS
4. HALLIE WELLS MS (OVERFLOW STUDENTS TO BUS ROUTE # 2861)

Route: 2861 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. HALLIE WELLS MS (OVERFLOW BUS FOR 2832)

Route: 2702 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. CLEMENTE MS
2. 19561 SCENERY DR AT PLUM GAR COMMUNITY CENTER
3. NEELSVILLE MS

Route: 2707 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. 18000 CENTRAL PARK CIR – GERMANTOWN SWIM CENTER
2. MATSUNAGA ES
3. LAKE SENECA ES
4. WATERS LANDING ES
5. 19840 CENTURY BLVD, GERMANTOWN LIBRARY
6. SENECA VALLEY HS

Route: 4704 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. GIBBS ES
2. SCOTTSBURY DR ADN SCARLET LEAF CIR AT THE NORTH INTERSECTION
3. SALLY RIDE ES
4. 20125 ARROWHEAD RD - NORTH CREEK COMMUNITY CENTER
5. GOSHEN ES
6. RESNICK ES
7. CASHELL ES
8. MAGRUDER HS

Route: 4707 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. RIDGEVIEW MS
2. BROWN STATION ES
3. STEDWICK ES
4. WHETSTONE ES D/O @ THOMAS FARM RD & KANFER CT
5. CENTERWAY RD & WHETSTONE DR - RS0
6. STRAWBERRY KNOLL ES @ CROSSWALK IN FRONT OF SCHOOL
7. FLOWER HILL ES

Route: 4711 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. CABIN BRANCH ES
2. LITTLE BENNETT ES
3. CEDAR GROVE ES
4. 9701 MAIN ST – DAMASCUS PUBLIC LIBRARY
5. 25762 WOODFIELD RD – RIGHT SIDE ONLY
6. CLEARSPRING ES – CHILDREN’S DAYCARE CENTER
7. WOODFIELD ES
8. LAYTONSVILLE ES D/O @ ENTRANCE ON 108 (DO NOT ENTER SCHOOL LOT)

Route: 4715 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. 10101 GLENOLDEN DR (POTOMAC LIBRARY)

Route: 4720 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. FIELDS RD ES
2. SUMMIT HALL ES
3. WASHINGTON GROVE ES
4. SHADY GROVE MS
5. 8000 NEEDWOOD RD 20855 – PARK OVERLOOK COMM CTR
6. PICCARD DR & PLEASANT DR (MATTIE STEPANEK PARK)

Route: 5702 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. QUINCE ORCHARD HS
2. FARMLAND ES

Route: 5703 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. DARNESTOWN ES
2. RACHEL CARSON ES
3. DUFIEF ES
4. WOOTTON HS
5. COLD SPRING ES

Route: 5715 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. NORTHWEST HS
2. KINGSVIEW MS

Route 5905 – (LEAVES PHS AT 2:37 P.M.)
1. JONES LA ES

❖ Local Area Magnet Students: take the same bus route as JPMS.
❖ All Bus Route Information local and out-of-area may be found on the PHS website under “Quick Links”
  • If the bus number starts with a 2 like 2832 that is the Clarksburg Annex Depot – 240.740.4720
  • If the bus number starts with a 4 like 4879 that Shady Grove North Depot - 240.740.6222
  • If the bus number starts with a 5 like 5888 that is the Shady Grove South Depot - 240.740.6210